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INTRODUCTION
Thank you for choosing a D.T. Systems
Beeper Collar!
The BTB 800 and BTB 809 give you the ability to keep track
of your dog’s location when he is out of sight and lets you
know when he has gone on point. This allows you to find
the dog quickly and prevents you from making the mistake
of calling the dog to you when he’s on point.
The BTB 800 and BTB 809 beeper collars are light weight
and built to withstand the rugged conditions and heavy cover
dogs often encounter.
The use of both the sound booster element and the long
duration, double beep make the BTB 800 and BTB 809
collars much easier to hear at long range. (Actual yardage
will vary depending upon the relative position of yourself
and your dog and other variables such as cover and wind
speed and direction).

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
The BTB 800 and BTB 809 have two operating modes, Run/
Point and Point only.
• When Run/Point is selected the collar will emit a
double beep every five seconds while the dog is
running and will emit a double beep every two
seconds when the dog is on point.
• When the Point only mode is selected the collar
will emit a double beep every two seconds when
the dog is on point but will remain silent when the
dog is running.
The on/off switch must be depressed for two full seconds to
shut the collar off. This prevents the collar from accidentally
shutting off when the dog is running through heavy cover.
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FEATURES

•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy Operation - One touch push button system.
Long Range Audibility - Audio booster element.
Reliability - State-of-the-art microcomputer technology.
Two Operating Modes - Run/Point, or Point only.
Rechargeable Batteries - Charger included.
Remote Control Activation - (BTB 809 only) 250 yard
range.

PACKAGE CONTENTS
BTB 800

• Beeper Collar
• Battery Charger
• User’s Manual

•
•
•
•

BTB 809
Beeper Collar
Remote Control
Battery Charger
User’s Manual

BTB 800 PARTS & FUNCTIONS
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BTB 800 OPERATION
Turning the unit ON:
To turn the BTB 800 ON, depress the Power and Mode
Selector Switch for approximately two seconds. (When
you press the switch the LED indicator will light for
two seconds. As soon as the light goes out you may let
go of the switch). The unit is now ON. The LED light
will blink once every two seconds.
Turning the unit OFF:
Turning the BTB 800 OFF works the same way as
turning it on, depress the Power and Mode Selector
Switch for approximately two seconds. (When you
press the switch the LED indicator will light for two
seconds. As soon as the light goes out you may let go
of the switch). The unit is now OFF.
The BTB 800 has Two Operating Modes. Run/Point
and Point only. When the unit is first turned on it is
automatically set to Run/Point mode. To switch to
Point only mode quickly depress the Power and Mode
Selector Switch (less than one second). The LED
indicator light will blink once and then resume blinking
once every two seconds.
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BTB 809 PARTS & FUNCTIONS

BTB 809 OPERATION
Turning the unit ON:
To turn the BTB 809 ON, depress the Power and Mode
Selector Switch for approximately two seconds. (When you
press the switch the LED indicator will light for two seconds.
As soon as the light goes out you may let go of the switch).
The unit is now ON. The LED light will blink once every
two seconds.
Turning the unit OFF:
Turning the BTB 809 OFF works the same way as turning it
on, depress the Power Switch for approximately two
seconds. (When you press the switch the LED indicator will
light for two seconds. As soon as the light goes out you may
let go of the switch). The unit is now OFF.
The BTB 809 Remote Control can be used to activate or deactivate the unit from up to 250 yards away. While the unit
is ON simply depress the Top button to deactivate the collar.
To reactivate press the Bottom button.
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The BTB 809 has Two Operating Modes. Run/Point and
Point only. When the unit is first turned on it is
automatically set to Run/Point mode. To switch to Point
only mode quickly depress the Power and Mode Selector
Switch (less than one second). The LED indicator light will
blink once and then resume blinking once every two seconds.

RECHARGING THE COLLAR BATTERY
The LED Indicator Light will let you know when the battery
needs charging by changing from the regular two second
blink to a rapid blink (twice per second).
NOTE: If the batteries have been allowed to
completely run down then the light will not blink at all.

To charge the battery, plug the charger into the battery
receptacle on the collar and plug the adapter into any
standard 110 Volt household wall outlet. (A 220 Volt
European adapter is available from D.T. Systems).
Recharge the battery for no more than 14 hours.
Important: After charging make sure to plug in the rubber
receptacle plug firmly to prevent dirt and water from
entering the unit.
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CHANGING THE REMOTE BATTERY (BTB 809)

1. Unscrew the small screw on the back of the Remote
Control unit.
2. Replace both 3 Volt watch style batteries as shown
below.
Note:
Watch “+” “-” while installing. If battery is installed
backward it may cause the unit to operate in Vibration
mode only.

TROUBLESHOOTING Q & A
1.

2.

3.

Q : My Collar’s range is not as far as when I first
bought the unit.
A : (a) Test batteries. They may be low.
(b) Fully extend transmitter antenna.
Q : The unit is not working after I replaced the battery.
A : You might have installed the batteries incorrectly.
Re-read the section of this manual on “Changing the
Remote Battery” very carefully and try again.
Q : The LED Lights on my Transmitter and
Collar/Receiver have gotten very dim.
A : This indicates a low batteries. You may continue
to use the unit until it stops working.
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TROUBLESHOOTING Q & A CONT.
4. Q : My Transmitter LED lights when any button on
the transmitter is pushed, and the collar LED is
blinking (indicating the unit is ON), but the unit
is not working.
A: The transmitter and collar frequencies are not in
synch. Try the following procedure to restore...

1. Turn the collar ON by depressing and holding
the Power and Mode Selector Switch for
approximately two seconds. DO NOT STOP
PRESSING THE SWITCH.
2. Keep the switch held down until you hear 3
quick beeps from the collar. (This takes about
10 seconds).
3. Now push one of the buttons on the
Transmitter (it does not matter which button
you push).
4. You should now hear a series of 5 quick
beeps.
5. Turn the unit OFF, (by depressing and
holding the Power and Mode Selector Switch
for approximately two seconds) and then turn
it back ON.
6. If the unit is still not working repeat steps 1-5.
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GETTING YOUR DOG ACCUSTOMED
TO THE SOUND

• Turn on the collar and leave it outside the dog’s
kennel area for about a half an hour. Make sure
you leave the mode set at Run/Point and do not
change the mode to Point only.

• Repeat this several times, until you can see that
the dog is disregarding the beeper.

• Next, fill the Speaker Horn with tissue paper and
fit the beeper collar on the dog. Let him run
around a little while. Gradually remove the tissue
paper as the dog becomes more accustomed to the
beeping sound. Now when you take him hunting
he will not be bothered by the sound of the
beeper.
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WARRANTY
All BTB beeper collars have a One Year Parts and
Labor Warranty, effective from the original date of
purchase. (A copy of the original sales receipt is
required to validate the date of purchase).

NOTE
BTB 809 Remote Control batteries are replaceable/
disposable and are not covered under the warranty.

Damage by user, abuse or loss of parts, and
attempted repair damage by the user or his
agent are not covered by warranty. All
repairs, whether warranted or not, should be
sent to the address on the last page of this
manual.
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D.T. Systems, Inc.
2872 Walnut Hill Lane
Dallas, Texas 75229
Tel: (214) 350-9446, (888) LUV-U-DOG
Fax: (214) 350-7847
Website: http://www.dtsystems.com
E-mail: customerservice@dtsystems.com
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